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DISHWASHERS

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CASE – 918TD & 818S MODELS

The P.C.B. plastic case will be changed from the blue colour to white from 1 December
1998 on 918TD and 818 models.  Otherwise the controller remains identical.

“NO FAULT FOUND” CONTROLLERS

Due to the large number of controllers being received back without any fault, we will be
sending back controllers and reversing the credit for the part when we cannot find a fault
in the unit, so PLEASE make sure that all checks are carried out correctly before
changing the controller.

DISHDRAWER

AIR PUMP & EXHAUST VALVE TEST V2 DISHDRAWER
With the change in position of the draw microswitch from the controller at the front to
the rear of the left hand drawer runner, and the microswitch now being in series with
exhaust valve, it is not possible to operate the DishDrawer in diagnostic mode without
first activating the microswitch.

This can be achieved by removing the left hand rail pin and sliding the rail back until it
is fully home, thus activating the draw microswitch.  Once this has been done, the
DishDrawer can be operated in Diagnostic mode.

LID TABS
When the lid for the DishDrawer is being removed please ensure that the tabs are pushed
fully back so they do not catch on the locking plate.  Some lids have been returned with
the tabs missing.  The best method is to use two screwdrivers, one to push the tab back
and the other to lever the lid down.  When refitting the lid, ensure that the tab is fully
forward once installed.  This will stop the lid falling out and alleviate the need for a
reservice.
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MICROSWITCH LEVER ON CONTROLLERS
Due to a shortage of the green plastic material used to make the lever for version 1
DishDrawer, there will be a short run made in white.  The material used is of the same
specification as the green; and the portion of the arm visible to the service person will be
marked with a green permanent marker to signify the current version.

PART RETURNS
Please ensure when returning parts that you include the claim form. We have had some
instances where this is not happening. If you want a prompt payment please put the
claim form with the part.

BURSTING OF INTERNAL INLET HOSE
It has been noted that we have had some cases of internal inlet hoses bursting.   These
are the hoses that come from the inlet valves to the detergent dispensers.

This has been caused by the hose being blocked or crimped in some way, as it is only a
low-pressure hose it cannot handle mains pressure.  The possible cause of a kink is the
hose incorrectly positioned behind the tub, and when the draw is closed it crushes the
hose.  Make sure when you are checking for this problem that the hoses do not cross
over each other behind the tub.  Another possible cause is the restrictor coming out of
the valve and becoming lodged in the hose, causing mains pressure to build behind it.
Refer to the picture below (next page) for correct hose position.
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Correct Position of Hoses



INSTALLATION TEMPLATES
The templates have now been replaced with new style ones to make it easier to line up
the machine with the cabinet fronts.   The new style templates will be supplied with all
new product.

Part numbers for the new style templates are as follows:

Single Drawer Part number 525886
Double Drawer Part number 526040

RAST (EDGE CONNECTOR) PLUGS
When reconnecting these plugs on the internal components of the DishDrawer, beware
of the terminals inside the plug being bent back and causing a fault to occur.   This can
be avoided by ensuring that the plug is fitted to the component square on and not on an
angle.  If a fault does occur after the machine has had a component change, it would pay
to check for this problem.  If the plug terminal is damaged, a new harness should be
fitted.
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